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Sound generated by the pairing of two coaxial vortex rings in the presence of a background
axisymmetric potential flow was studied numerically. Results show that the background flow
substantially affects the sound generation process in the beginning of the vortex ring interaction.
They also suggest that the axial jerk and radial acceleration/deceleration of vortex rings are the
major mechanisms through which pairing sound is produced. The effect of background flow mean
shear rate on sound generation is also discussed and the results suggest that higher sound levels will
be generated when the vortex rings are interacting within the region of high mean shear in a low
speed laminar jet. ©1998 Acoustical Society of America.@S0001-4966~98!06411-X#

PACS numbers: 43.28.Ra, 43.28.Py@LCS#
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INTRODUCTION

Powell1 suggested that unsteady motion of vorticity
the major source of sound in an unbound low Mach num
flow. Although Howe2 and Doak3 showed that the acousti
variable is the total stagnation enthalpy rather than pres
when vorticity is regarded as the source, the vortex so
theory of Powell1 remains valid for low Mach number flow
sound generation.

The common vortical structures found within the fir
four exit diameters of a circular jet are coaxial vortex rin
and their pairing is found to be responsible for the growth
the jet mixing layer.4 Möhring5 solved analytically the sound
field generated by two closely packed thin core vortex rin
while Kambe and Minota6 extended the investigation nu
merically to cover vortex rings having the initial core sep
ration comparable to the ring diameter. Results of the la
show that a pulse is generated when the trailing vortex r
shrinks in diameter and slips through the leading ring. T
importance of vortex pairing in the development of jet m
ing layer and its sound generating characteristics tend to
port that vortex ring pairing is a source of noise from t
initially laminar low Mach number jets.7

Although it is well known that sound is generated by t
unsteady motion of vorticity at low Mach number, it remai
to be determined at which conditions the loudest noise
likely to be radiated. Investigation into the mechanism
pairing noise generation has been carried out by many
searchers~for instance, Ref. 8! and there are experimenta
results which show that the acceleration and deceleratio
vortical structures within the pairing region of a circular j
mixing layer are highly related to the far field jet noise.8,9

Leunget al.10 modified the vortex ring pairing model of Ka
mbe and Minota6 by incorporating the vortex ring formatio
theory of Saffman11 and related explicitly the vortex ring
3273 J. Acoust. Soc. Am. 104 (6), December 1998 0001-4966/98/1
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pairing noise with jet noise parameters. There is adequ
evidence to conclude that the pairing of vortical ring stru
tures in axisymmetric jets plays a vital role in the noise ge
eration process.

Results of the investigation on the mechanism of th
core vortex ring pairing noise generation of Tang and K12

illustrate the importance of the axial jerk and radial accele
tion of vortical structures in the generation of sound. Ho
ever, vortex ring motions in real mixing layers are affect
by the background jet mean velocity gradient. This me
velocity gradient, which is also called mean shear rate, m
introduce additional jerk and acceleration of vortical stru
tures during the pairing process, making the vortex motio
more unsteady, and thus directly change the radiated n
level. The closer the vortex ring to the nozzle lip, the stro
ger the effect of the mean velocity gradient on pairing no
generation. Therefore, the vortex ring pairing model
Möhring,5 Kambe and Minota,6 and Leunget al.,10 while
providing a reasonable prediction of jet noise radiation ch
acteristics, may be inadequate in the study of jet noise g
eration.

In the present study, the effect of a background flo
field on pairing noise is studied numerically using a mod
developed from the results of Leunget al.10 and Saffman.11

The vortical structure motions, which result in different noi
radiation in the presence of the background flow field,
discussed. The causes of the unsteady structure motion
also investigated. The model used in the present study
simplified one, which may be different from the real she
layer, making comparison between the present results
existing experimental data difficult. However, it is intend
here to first investigate the extent the background flow fi
has on the vortex sound generation and to provide inform
tion for future experimental investigations.
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I. THEORETICAL FORMULATION AND
COMPUTATIONAL PROCEDURE

In the present study, the term vortex pairing refers to
mutual threading motion of two coaxial inviscid vortex ring
as visualized by Yamada and Matsui.13 Noise from vortex
coalescence, where the vortex rings merge into a single
tex ring during their mutual threading process,13 is not stud-
ied. It is assumed in the present investigation that the co
of the vortex rings remain circular throughout the pairi
process and the vorticity is uniform within the vortex core

The velocity,Vv , of a vortex ring having circulationG
and radiussc in the presence of another identical vortex ri
and a background flow field is made up of three compone

Vv5Vself1V ind1V̄~zc ,sc!, ~1!

where Vself and V ind are the self-induced velocity and th
velocity resulting from mutual induction, respectively.z and
s denote, respectively, the axial and radial coordinates in
near field. The subscriptc denotes a quantity associated wi
the vortex core centre. The background flow velocityV̄(z,s)
varies from point to point in the flow field. This extra term
which has been ignored by researchers~for instance, Refs. 6
and 10! in the study of vortex pairing noise, gives a high
relative velocity between the vortex rings than those ofV̄
50. Thus it introduces the effect of background mean fl
on vortex ring dynamics and their pairing noise. Denoti
the core radius asr c , the results of Kelvin and Stokes o
velocity induction14 gives

Vself5
G

4psc
F lnS 8sc

r c
D2

1

4G ẑ ~2a!

and

V ind52
G

4p R y2y0

uy2y0u3 3
dy0

ds
ds, ~2b!

respectively, whereẑ denotes an unit vector in the axial d
rection, anddsan infinitesimal arc length on the second ide
tical vortex ring.y andy0 are position vectors on the first an
second vortex ring, respectively~Fig. 1!. The integral in Eq.
~2b! is taken over the whole periphery of the second vor
ring. Using the theory of Saffman,11 Leunget al.10 relatedG,
sc , r c , and the initial vortex ring core separation with j
velocity W, nozzle diameterD, and the Strouhal numbe

FIG. 1. Schematic diagram of vortex ring system.
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StD . Details of the formulation have been given in Leun
et al.10 and are not repeated here.

In the present study, unlike the case of Leunget al.,10

the initial axial position,zf , relative to the nozzle exit where
a vortex ring is formed, is important because of the prese
of a background mean flow velocity which varies from po
to point in the flow field. The formation position of the vo
tex ring thus affects at least the initial separation of the v
tex ring cores. Following the results of Saffman,11 it can be
deduced that

zf50.09p21/3StD
22/3D. ~3!

The jet mean velocity profile given in Townsend15 can-
not be used here to model the background mean fl
V̄(z,s), as both the velocity induction laws of Stokes a
Kelvin @Eq. ~2!# and the vortex sound theory requir
divergence-free potential flow16–18 while that given by
Townsend,15 although it resembles the velocity profile of
practical jet, does not fulfill this criterion. The potential flo
adopted in the present investigation is obtained using
method shown in Morse and Feshbach19 and the mean flow
V̄(z,s) is given by

V̄~z,s!5 ẑE
0

`

We2azJ1~0.5aD !J0~as!da

1ŝE
0

`

We2azJ1~0.5aD !J1~as!da, ~4!

whereJ0 andJ1 are the Bessel function of the first kind o
the zero and first order, respectively. Equation~4! gives the
axial velocity W for z50, s<0.5D and 0 for z50, s
.0.5D. Details of the derivation are given in the Appendi
Some profiles of the mean flowV̄(z,s) are shown in Fig. 2.
It can be observed that higher radial and axial velocity g
dients appear close to the nozzle exit. Also, the initial grow
rate of V̄(z,s) and the mean radial velocity are higher th
those of low speed laminar or turbulent jets.20,21

The initial vortex ring core separation in the prese
study, unlike that in Leunget al.,10 is found by solving the

FIG. 2. Velocity profiles of present adopted background mean flow. ——
Mean axial velocity atz/D50.1; —•—: mean axial velocity atz/D50.5;
— —: mean radial velocity atz/D50.1; —••—: mean radial velocity at
z/D50.5.
3274. Tang and N. W. M. Ko: Background potential flow and sound
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motion of the first vortex ring through integration of Eq.~1!
with V ind50 with respect to time, using the classical four
order Runge–Kutta procedure. The length of the time in
gration,tv , depends on the frequency or Strouhal numbe
vortex ring formation:

tv5
D

StDW
. ~5!

The motions of the vortex rings during their interactions a
also obtained by integrating Eq.~1! with respect to time,
using the same numerical method. Since the present m
allows an infinite number of slip-through processes wh
are hardly visualized in a real axisymmetric mixing laye
only the computed results within the first few slip-throu
processes will be discussed in detail.

Far field pressure fluctuationsp(x,t), wherex denotes a
far field coordinate andt the far field observer time, ar
calculated using the formula of Mo¨hring:5

p~x,t!5
r0

4a0
2uxu3 (

d3

dt3
Gsc

2zcx–S ẑẑ2
1

3D •x. ~6!

The sound field has the characteristics of a quadrupole.
involved time differentiations are carried out at the retard
time t, where t5t2uxu/a0 . Sincer0 and a0 are constants
and x and ẑ do not relate to sound generation mechanis
they are ignored in the foregoing discussions. The time s
for the differentiation and Runge–Kutta integration are
chosen such that a further halving of them does not g
noticeable change in the computed results.

Investigations relating the mechanism of vortex pairi
sound generation with the vortex ring motions have be
carried out by the authors recently.9,12 Noting that the im-
pulse, I, of a vortex ring is proportional to the product o
circulation and the square of the vortex ring radius,Gsc

2,
Tang and Ko12 investigated the mechanism of thick core vo
tex ring pairing sound generation by decomposing the
field pressure fluctuations into four terms, each of which r
resents the sound generation by the coupling of a dyna
parameter, such as velocity or acceleration, with the t
derivatives ofI:

p}( I
d3zc

dt3
13(

dI

dt

d2zc

dt2
13(

d2I

dt2
dzc

dt

1( zc

d3I

dt3
. ~7!

It should be noted that the right hand side of Eq.~7! is
evaluated at retarded time. Equation~7! is obtained by a
straightforward decomposition of Eq.~6!, and thus is valid
for both a thick core vortex ring and vortex filament pairin
noise. The physical meanings of each of them can be fo
in Tang and Ko12 and are not repeated here. The change
these four terms during pairing in the presence of a ba
ground potential flow of Eq.~4! are calculated. For simplic
ity, deformation of the vortex core is ignored. The meth
for changing the core sizes during vortex ring interact
follows that of Yamada and Matsui.13 For easy reference, th
time derivatives on the right hand side of Eq.~7!, namely the
axial jerkd3zc /dt3, the axial accelerationd2zc /dt2, and the
3275 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 104, No. 6, December 1998 S. K
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axial velocity dzc /dt are represented, respectively, byJz ,
Az , andVz in the foregoing discussion.

All computations were done using Microso
FORTRAN PowerStation 1.0a on a 586 personal compu
Double precision calculation was adopted.

II. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

In the foregoing discussion, all quantities, unless oth
wise stated, are nondimensionalized. All lengths and ti
scales are normalized by the nozzle diameterD and D/W,
respectively.W is the nozzle exit velocity. The present in
vestigation aims at showing the trend rather than the ex
values, and thusD andW are arbitrarily chosen to be unit
and without unit, for simplicity. In the rest of the paper, th
conditions of V̄Þ0 and V̄50 denote the cases with an
without background mean velocity gradient, respective
Also, the foregoing discussion is focused on the first th
slip-through processes and 0.25<StD<4, as StD50.25 and 4
correspond roughly to the jet column mode and shear la
mode instabilities of a circular jet, respectively.7,20

A. Vortex ring motions

Without background mean velocity gradient, the m
tions of the inviscid vortex rings and the resulting far fie
pressure fluctuations are periodic.6 In the presence of the
background potential flow, the vortex rings increase in dia
eter during their interaction, except for a short period ju
after their interaction commences. However, the patterns
their interactions depend significantly on StD . Figure 3~a!
and~b! illustrates the locations of vortex ring core centers
StD50.25 (Dt50.4) and 4(Dt50.02), respectively. The
vortex ring core center locations forV̄50 are included for
reference. The numbers in these figures describe the
quence of the vortex ring core center motions. For all theD

studied, the initially leading vortex ring has a larger diame
than the trailing one in the beginning of their interactio
owing to the radial velocity of the background flow field
The initial spacing between vortex rings is thus larger th
that for V̄50 for the same StD . It can be observed in Fig
3~a! that the trailing vortex ring first expands in diameter~at
z/D'0.5!. The decrease in the ring diameter that follows
probably due to the effect of the leading vortex ring which
then strong enough to counterbalance that of the backgro
radial flow velocity. The major effect of the backgroun
mean flow is to increase the diameter of the initially leadi
vortex ring so that its diameter is larger than that of t
initially trailing one at the beginning of the interaction. Th
is the result of the radial velocity component of the me
flow. The axial positions of the vortex cores are not affec
by the mean flow as the latter is small atz/D50.5, as shown
in Fig. 2, and is even smaller forz/D.1. After the first
slip-through process, which takes place atz/D'2.4, the pat-
tern of vortex ring interaction resembles that forV̄50, ex-
cept there is a slight increase in the radius of the vortex r
system centroid due to the background flow field. As sho
in Fig. 3~b!, for high StD , the much shorter vortex ring sepa
ration results in a more intense slip-through process, w
the relatively weak vortex ring velocity induction cann
3275. Tang and N. W. M. Ko: Background potential flow and sound
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overcome the strong background radial velocity close
s/D50.5, so that no obvious shrinkage in the trailing vort
ring diameter can be observed forz/D,0.2. The backward
axial motions of the vortex rings can also be observed
V̄50 at this StD @Fig. 3~b!#. However, the vortex ring mo
tions become less unsteady in the presence of the b
ground flow field@Eq. ~4!#. This is a result of the increase i
the initial spatial separation between the vortex ring cor
For other values of StD studied the corresponding patterns
between Fig. 3~a! and ~b!, and thus are not presented.

Figure 4 shows the time variation of the spatial sepa
tion of the vortex ring cores at StD51 for both V̄Þ0 and
V̄50. Actually, the higher the StD , the greater the initial rate
of the decrease in this spatial separation. The presence o
background flow thus facilitates vortex ring coalescen
However, this spatial separation forV̄Þ0 does not keep on
decreasing. Its time variation pattern resembles that foV̄
50, when the vortex rings are interacting in a region

FIG. 3. Vortex ring interaction paths.~a! StD50.25; ~b! StD54. s: Initially
leading vortex ring (V̄Þ0); d: initially trailing vortex ring (V̄Þ0). h:
Initially leading vortex ring (V̄50); j: initially trailing vortex ring (V̄
50). Numbers describe vortex core center motion sequence: italic for
tially trailing vortex ring; regular for initially leading vortex ring.
3276 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 104, No. 6, December 1998 S. K
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enough away from the nozzle where the background m
flow field becomes negligible when compared with that p
duced by the vortex rings.

It can be concluded that the background flow field do
have significant effect on the details of the vortex ring int
action. The motion of the initially trailing vortex ring a
small z/D is especially affected by its presence.

B. Pairing sound

It is well known that the far field sound pressure flu
tuations resulted from the vortex ring mutual slip-throu
process are periodic and their time variation patterns6,9 are
similar for all StD . However, the latter depends on StD in the
presence of the background potential flow as defined by
~4! and the far field pressure fluctuations are shown in Fig
In Fig. 5, the solid lines represent the far field sound press
fluctuations, while the other curves represent the four so
generation terms on the right hand side of Eq.~7!. The major
difference in the far field sound pressure fluctuations
tween the casesV̄Þ0 andV̄50 ~see Fig. 6! is that there is a
strong negative troughP12 in the beginning of the vortex
ring interaction at different StD . This implies that in the
presence of the background flow field the pressure fluc
tions at this instant are also significant.

The variations ofP12 and the first, second, and thir
pressure peaks~P11 , P21 , andP31! with StD are illustrated
in Fig. 7. In the presence of the background flow there i
slight amplification of the sound radiated for StD,0.6, prob-
ably due to the effect of the additional vortex ring accele
tions which compensate for the increased vortex ring c
separation in the presence of the background flow field~Fig.
8!. This will be discussed later. For StD.0.6, however, there
is a significant reduction in the sound radiated due to
initial separation of the vortex ring cores is increased by
background flow field. The increase in vortex ring separat
and the reduction of sound magnitude for StD.0.6 are simi-
lar to those of an uniform parallel external flow discussed
Leung et al.10 The amplitudes of all the far field pressu
fluctuations obtained in the present study vary with t
fourth power ofW. This is the expected behavior of a qua
rupole.

i-

FIG. 4. Time variations of vortex ring spatial separation. StD51. ———:
V̄Þ0; —•—: V̄50.
3276. Tang and N. W. M. Ko: Background potential flow and sound
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Similar to the analysis of Tang and Ko,12 the far field
pressure fluctuations are decomposed into four terms
shown in Eq.~7!. Their relative contributions at StD50.25,
1, and 4 are also shown in Fig. 5~a!–~c!, respectively. The
corresponding sound generation terms at StD50.25 andV̄
50 has been given in Fig. 6. The foregoing discussions
be focused on the sound generation before the second
through process as the subsequent far field pressure flu
tion pattern resembles those forV̄50, which has been dis

FIG. 5. Far field pressure fluctuations.~a! StD50.25; ~b! StD51; ~c! StD
54. — ——: Far field pressure fluctuations; — —:SIJz ; —••—:
3SAz dI/dt; —•—: 3SVz d2I /dt2; •••••••: Szc d3I /dt3.
3277 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 104, No. 6, December 1998 S. K
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cussed elsewhere.9,12 In the presence of the background flow
which is diverging at smallz/D, P12 is mainly due to the
termsSIJz and SVz d2I /dt2, except at high StD when the
magnitudes of the other two terms become comparable to
latter. The termSIJz , which corresponds to the sound ge
eration through the vortex ring axial jerking motions,12 be-
comes more important inP12 as StD increases. Similar for
the case ofV̄50, the second termSAz dI/dt is of prime
importance in the sound generation mechanism not at
close to, the slip-through instants when the te
SVz d2I /dt2 dominates the sound radiation due to the hi
radial accelerations of vortex rings.12 It is also observed from
Fig. 5 that the initial period of the negativeSIJz increases
with StD .

Thus the effect of the present background flow field
the sound generation is important, mainly in the beginning
the vortex ring interaction. The far field pressure time flu
tuations after the first slip-through process, although of d

FIG. 6. Far field pressure fluctuations forV̄50. StD50.25. Legends: same
as those in Fig. 5.

FIG. 7. Variations of pressure peaks with StD . s: uP12u; h: P11 ; n:
P21 ; ,: P31 ; — —: V̄50; ——: V̄50 andW0 /W50.4 ~Ref. 10!; —•—:
V̄50 andW0 /W50.5 ~Ref. 10!.
3277. Tang and N. W. M. Ko: Background potential flow and sound
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ferent magnitudes, have time variation patterns similar
that for theV̄50 ~Fig. 6!, implying similar sound generation
mechanism in the two cases. The following discussions t
focus mainly on the initial sound generation process in wh
the vortex ring axial jerking motion and the second tim
derivative of vortex impulse are expected to be the ma
sources of sound.

It is noted from Fig. 5~a! that the termSVz d2I /dt2

dominates the initial sound field at StD50.25, but its domi-
nance decreases as StD increases, as shown in Fig. 5~b! and
~c!. As discussed in Tang and Ko,12 this term represents th
generation of sound through the second time derivative
the vortex ring impulse as a vortex ring moving in consta
velocity does not radiate sound.5 Since the vortex ring circu-
lation is constant,

d2I

dt2
5

d2

dt2
~Gsc

2!52G~Vs
21scAs!, ~8!

but Vs
2 is approximately one order lower thanscAs in the

beginning of the vortex ring interaction at low StD , as shown
in Fig. 9~a! and~b!. The dominance of the termSVz d2I /dt2

in the sound generation process is then due to the ra
accelerations of the vortex rings@Fig. 9~b!#.

In the presence of a background flow field, the accele
tion of a vortex ring depends on its velocity as well as t
background flow velocity gradients in both the axial and
dial directions:

d2yc

dt2
5Azẑ1Asŝ5

]

]t
V ind1

]

]t
Vself1

dyc

dt
•¹V̄. ~9!

However, using this decomposition of acceleration, it is d
ficult to extract one single term from the above equation
represent the total effect of the background flow on the v
tex ring motions, as bothVself andV ind depend on the loca
tions of the vortex rings which are obviously functions of t
background flow field. However, it is possible to study t
contributions of each terms on the right hand side of Eq.~9!

FIG. 8. Variations of initial vortex ring core separation with StD . ———:
V̄50; —•—: V̄Þ0.
3278 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 104, No. 6, December 1998 S. K
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in the overall radial acceleration of a vortex ring. The fir
term describes the acceleration due to mutual induction,
second term that due to self-induction, and the final one
the change in velocity directly due to the local backgrou
velocity field. The second term is not directly relevant to t
vortex ring radial acceleration@Eq. ~2b!#. From Fig. 10 the
exceptionally high initial radial deceleration of the initiall
trailing vortex ring att50 mainly results from both the mu
tual induction and the radial background velocity field. T
effect of mutual induction becomes dominant fort.2, when
the vortex ring is moving in the region where the backgrou
flow velocity is small such that its effect on vortex ring m
tion is insignificant. Within this period oft.2, the major
sound generation mechanism is due to the radial accelera
and is the same as that forV̄50, although some contribu
tions from the vortex ring axial jerking motions can be o
served at the slip-through instants@Figs. 5~a!, 6, and 9~b!#. It
is also noted from Fig. 10 that the pattern of the time var
tion of the radial acceleration due to mutual induction
sembles that forV̄50 of Tang and Ko,9 but the magnitude of
this acceleration forV̄Þ0 in the beginning of the interaction
is significant because of unequal vortex ring diameters@Fig.
3~a!#.

The initial radial deceleration of the initially trailing vor
tex ring becomes less dominant as a source of sound asD

FIG. 9. ~a! Time variations of vortex ring radial velocities.~b! Time varia-
tions of vortex ring radial accelerations. StD50.25. ———: Initially trailing
vortex ring; —•—: initially leading vortex ring.
3278. Tang and N. W. M. Ko: Background potential flow and sound
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increases. At high StD , the major sound generation mech
nism at the initial stage of the interaction relates to the te
SIJz @Fig. 5~c!#. Using the decomposition method of Eq.~1!,
the contribution of each of the velocity components inSIJz

is summarized in Fig. 11. Again, the axial jerking motio
due to the change in the local background flow veloc
dominates the initial sound generation. This axial jerki
motion is associated with the initially trailing vortex ring a
shown in Fig. 12. The radial deceleration and the axial j
Jz of the initially trailing vortex ring remain the major soun
generation mechanisms for the intermediate StD , and thus
they are not discussed further. For all the StD investigated,
the initially leading vortex ring does not contribute much
the initial sound generation process as it is moving in a
gion where the background flow velocity and its gradient
small.

C. Implication for low speed laminar jet noise
generation

The background flow field@Eq. ~4!# adopted in the
present study, while agreeing with the boundary condition
an inviscid circular jet, cannot really represent the jet b
cause of the high initial growth rate and high radial me
velocity of the present adopted background flow field~Fig.
2!. In a low speed laminar jet, the potential core extends
about four to five diameters downstream of the jet noz
exit.20 Therefore, the duration of the background flow effe
on vortex ring interaction, and thus the sound genera
process, is prolonged. The results at high StD in the present
study are more relevant to a low speed laminar jet, where
vortex rings are interacting in a region with significant me
shear rate.22 The prominent peak in the far field pressu
spectrum, close to that of the shear layer instability mode
a low speed laminar jet,7 is thus believed to be generated b
the axial jerking and radial accelerating/decelerating moti
of the vortex rings.

It is noted from Eq.~9! that the radial acceleration of

FIG. 10. Contributions of radial acceleration components for initially tra
ing vortex ring. StD50.25. ———: Total radial acceleration; —•—: mutual
induction component; —••—: direct contribution from background flow
field; — —: V̄50.
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vortex ring in the presence of the background flow is rela
to the background flow velocity gradient:

As5ŝ•
d

dt
~V ind1V̄!

5ŝ•
d

dt
V ind1Vz

]Us

]z
1Vs

]Us

]s

5ŝ•
d

dt
V ind1Vz

]Uz

]s
1Vs

]Us

]s
, ~10!

becauseV̄ is irrotational such that]Us /]z5]Uz /]s. In the
initial region of a shear layer, the mean shear rate is high
to the thin shear layer, while the radial mean velocity and
radial gradient are very small. Since the initial trailing vort
ring is propagating in the high speed side of the layer,
radial velocity depends significantly on the termVz ]Uz /]s.
The closer the vortex ring to the nozzle lip, that is the high
the Strouhal number, the more important this term becom
Since]Uz /]s,0 and the vortex rings are usually movin
downstream, the mean shear rate tends to produce dece

FIG. 11. Contributions of different axial jerk components inSIJz . StD
54. ———: TotalSIJz ; —•—: mutual induction component; —••—: di-
rect contribution from background flow field; — —: self-induction comp
nent.

FIG. 12. Contributions of different velocity components in axial jerk
initially trailing vortex ring. StD54. ———: Total jerk; —•—: mutual in-
duction component; —••—: direct contribution from background flow field
— —: self-induction component.
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stic
tion. This appears consistent with the relatively high aver
deceleration of vortical structures measured by Tang and9

for z/D,0.5. The mean shear rate is expected to play
important role in the sound radiation before and at the fi
slip-through instant of the high StD initial vortex rings in a
laminar shear layer.

Likewise, the axial jerk of a vortex ring in the presen
of a background flow field can be decomposed as follow

Jz5~Vz
22Vs

2 !
]2Uz

]z2 1Az

]Uz

]z
1S As2

Vs
2

sc
D ]Uz

]s
1 ẑ

•S ]2

]t2 Vself1
]2

]t2 V indD . ~11!

In a real jet, both]2Uz /]z2 and]Uz /]z are small. The ra-
dius of the initial vortex rings is more or less the same due
the small shear layer thickness so that the radial accelera
of the trailing vortex ring is small. The corresponding velo
ity component is large,12 resulting in large initial negative
axial jerk, as the fourth term on the right hand side of E
~11! is small when the coaxial vortex rings are of equal
ameter. The effect of velocity induction due to vorticity h
been shown to be of secondary importance in the total a
jerk of the vortex ring and inSIJz ~Figs. 11 and 12!. Since
the growth rate of a low speed laminar jet is essentially low
than that of the background flow field adopted in the pres
study, it is expected that the axial jerking motion of the tra
ing vortex ring due to the mean shear rate is also impor
in the sound generation process at the slip-through instan
a low speed laminar jet. Therefore, the axial jerking motio
and the radial accelerating/decelerating motions of vor
rings are believed to be the major sound generation me
nisms in a low speed laminar circular jet where a high me
shear rate exists. Also, the higher the mean shear rate
higher is the sound level radiated. The present results th
fore tend to suggest that the higher sound power of a co
nozzle than that of a large flanged one23 is due to the higher
mean shear rate in the conic nozzle shear layer.

Finally, it should be noted that the present vortex ri
interaction model does not take into account the rolling
process through which the vortex rings are formed. The r
son is that in a low speed laminar jet, the shear layer in
bility near to the nozzle lip, from which the vortex rings a
formed, is believed to be the source of the ‘‘excess’’ jet no
whose intensity varies approximately with the sixth power
the nozzle exit velocity.7,24 The corresponding sound field
not really a quadrupole, making Eq.~6! inapplicable.

III. CONCLUSIONS

In the present study, the aeroacoustics of vortex r
pairing in the presence of a background axisymmetric po
tial flow was investigated numerically using the velocity i
duction laws of Stokes and Kelvin. The background flo
was obtained by solving the Laplace equation in cylindri
coordinates with the boundary condition of an inviscid c
cular jet. The dynamics of the vortex rings were also d
cussed.
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Results suggest that the background flow field adop
for this paper substantially affects the initial sound gene
tion process during the pairing of two vortex rings. Rad
decelerating and axial jerking motions of the initially trailin
vortex ring are the major sources of sound in the beginn
of the interaction. The higher the Strouhal number, the m
important the axial jerking motion in the sound generati
process. At the slip-through instant, the radial acceleration
the trailing vortex ring becomes the major mechanism
sound generation.

The present results also show that the radial gradien
the background flow axial velocity, that is the mean sh
rate, affects both the axial jerk and the radial accelerati
deceleration of the vortex rings. High mean shear rate gi
large radial deceleration and negative axial jerk. Since
shear rate in a low speed laminar jet is considerably hig
than that of the present background flow, it is expected t
higher sound levels are generated when the vortex rings
interacting within the region of high mean shear.

APPENDIX: BACKGROUND POTENTIAL FLOW FIELD

Let f be the potential of the incompressible axisymm
ric background flow field, thus

¹2f5
]2f

]s2 1
1

s

]f

]s
1

]2f

]z2 50. ~A1!

The simplest boundary condition for an inviscid circular
being that forz50,

]f

]zU
z50

5 HW1W0 , for s<0.5D
W0 , for s.0.5D, ~A2!

whereW0 represents the velocity of a uniform flow extern
to the jet. SinceW0 has no effect on the vortex ring pairin
noise as far as low Mach number flow is concerned, it is
to zero. It can be observed from Eq.~A1! that

¹2S ]f

]z D50. ~A3!

The solution of Eq.~A3! with boundary condition~A2! can
be obtained using the method shown in Morse a
Feshbach19 which gives

]f

]z
5WE

0

`

e2azJ1~0.5aD !J0~as!da. ~A4!

It is straightforward to show that the corresponding rad
velocity is

]f

]s
5WE

0

`

e2azJ1~0.5aD !J1~as!da. ~A5!

Equations~A4! and~A5! also satisfy Eq.~A1!. The flow field
defined by Eqs.~A4! and ~A5! is also irrotational.
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